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SUMMARY AND HIGHLIGHTS
The purposes of this report are to show that

farm worker level,employees are often chosen on a

workers, even at the lower end of the pay scale,

first-come,first-hired basis. Yet there are many po-

perform at different levels, and that better workers

tentialeconomicbenefitsfrom hiringtheminstead on

can be selected through the useofproperly designed

the basis of test results. Today'slegal climate makes

selection systems thatinclude tests. In addition,the

effective employee selection more important,for fir-

report introduces the concept of pre-employment

ing workersisbecomingincreasingly difficult. Anti-

testing as a farm management tool, argues for in-

discrimination laws and wrongful discharge litiga-

creased pre-employment testing in agriculture at all

tion have made employers more careful when they

levels,and promotes better testing practices by dis-

hire and fire workers.

cussing possible legal and managerial pitfalln

Thereportillustrates employmenttesting with

Terminologyapplied in the psychologicaltest-

several case studies. Although workers have innate

ing field is used for convenience; definitions of the

differencesinability,pay method and other variables

various concepts are given when first introduced.

also affect how they perform. Whatapplicantsclaim

This report is directed to farmers, many of

theycandoisnotalwayssupported bytheir perform-

whose costs are in some way related—directly or

ancein a test. Also,when applicantsarefaced with a

indirectly—to the qualityofthosethey hire. Agricul-

test, considerable self selection may take place as

tural employees makedecisionsrangingfrom choos-

some chose to drop out. Thisself selection processis

ing which fruit to pick and which to leave on the tree

illustratedbythecasestudytestingforanagricultural

to what crops to plant,what machinery to purchase,

secretary position.

and which foremen to hire. The reportshould also be

Tomato worker performance on thejob can be

of interest to personnel managers and to labor man-

predicted to some extent by brief trial periods of

agement consultants who work closely withfarmers.

picking. On-the-job performancefor piece-rate paid

Finally,this reportcontributesto the field of psycho-

vineyard crew workerswaspredicted bya46-minute

logicaltesting byreportingseveral applications.While

performance test; the criterion, on-the-job pruning

the legal discussion in the report is particularly im-

speed. Four field studies on three farms were done.

portant to U.S. farmers, the management concepts

Three showed significant relationships between test

introduced are applicable beyond the U.S.borders.

resultsand on-the-job performance.' The conclusion

The greater the importance of the decision-

is that there is definite potential for the use of per-

makingoutcomesofthe personbeinghired,thegreater

formance tests in agriculture. The results are espe-

the effort that should go into the selection process.

cially important since the passage of the 1986Immi-

However,few jobs are so unimportant as to require

gration Reform and Control Act and other laws that

noeffort atallin employeeselection. Especiallyatthe

are callingfor more business-likefarm management.

'The fourth study supported the notion thatlow work performance consistency would result in nonsignificant test results.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCREASED WORKER PERFORMANCE
Is Agriculture Taking Advantage of Tests?

testing can be and still be worthwhile. The more

Employee testing is not new. More than a

highly paid the workers or the greater the chance of

millennium B.C., Gideon selected for battle those

damage to expensive equipment,livestock,or crops,

warriors who brought water to their mouth rather

the greater the testing expenditure that can be justi-

than those who bowed down to drink. Around the

fied.

turn of the century, the modern testing movement

Aneven moreimportantquestionthan whether

was launched by Francis Galton, James McKeen

ornotto testis: Whattypesoftestsareappropriateto

Cattell, and Alfred Binet (Anastasi, 1982). Major

the circumstances?

developments in testing occurred during the two

interview'to a batteryofteststhatlastalldaylong. A

world wars. However,today mostfarm workersare

day-longtestforan assistantfarm manager/supervi-

not tested but are simply selected on a first-come,

sor mayinvolvea written test,aninterview,and ajob

first-hired basis.2

simulation investigating supervisory,farming, and

Economic Advantages of Testing

Tests range from a simple

agricultural mechanic skills.

Employmenttestscan contribute toindividual

A farm manager who hired the wrong person

firms and to the economy as a whole by directly

the last time around was sued for wrongful dis-

improvingaverage productivity(Schultz,1984).3 With

charge. Tothisfarmer,nocostistoo muchtoimprove

theincreaseinthe numberoffarmsbeingrunbyfarm

the selection processsince the average wrongful ter-

management firms, it is not unusual to see many

mination suitis presently costing$250,000($400,000

highly paidfulltime workersemployed directlyoras

in California).Someawardshavereached the million

consultants to the farming enterprise. Dairies and

dollar mark(McClain,1987).Whileinthepast,wrong-

other livestock operations also need year-round

ful discharge suits only involved long-term employ-

employees. However,thisreportfocuseson workers

ees,today suits are also filed by short-term ones.

atthelower end ofthe wagescale(some makingless

A vineyard manager who cooperated in a test-

than $6000 a year) and addresses the question: Is

ing program commented that he had no idea how

testing economical for these workers? It can be.

time-consuming testing was. This same farmer,

Thelongerthe potentialemploymentperiod of

however,continued testing on hisown the next year

an applicant, the more complex and expensive the

and recentlyasked theauthorforastatisticalanalysis

2The only agricultural-related references to testing werefound in(1)Ghiselli(1966)who discussed high
validity coefficients(0.55)for an arm dexterity testfor selection offruit and vegetable graders and(2)testing
of agricultural pilots in Hungary(Lukacsko,1984).
3Schultz showed that a selection test could resultin savings in excess of$5,000 per-worker-year when
(1)the test had a validity coefficient of0.5;(2)one in ten applicants was hired;and(3)the standard deviation
in the value ofa worker's production each year was$6,000.
4Interviews are the mostcommonly used test,but also one of the mostinvalid tools unless they are well
structured.
2

ofthe results at the season'send. Thisrequired(1)a

ingaforeman,supervisororfarm managerisconsid-

briefjob analysis,(2)detailing the job specifications,

erable; not testing can be very costly indeed. One

and(3)rater training. Figure 1 shows the resulting

farmer lost$10,000in alfalfa because he hired a farm

instrument for quality evaluation developed at this

supervisor who claimed he knew when to bale—and

farm. In addition to the author,three foremen and

did not. Another agriculturalistlost$70,000in a hog

two manager-levelpersonnelwereinvolved.Thetest

operation in only three months,from a similar em-

developmentandtrainingtimecostabout$1200(three

ployee selection experience. On another farm, the

days times eight hours per day times $10 per hour

hired managerplantedavineyard upsidedown.This

average,timesfive people). A consultant mightcost

wrong decision cost the farmer much more than the

another$1200. Thecostoftestingand data gathering

cost of the vines; production was delayed for one

cost another $1200 at most,for a total cost of $3600.

year.Witha pieceoffarm machinerycostinginexcess

However, all of these costs are not incurred again

of$100,000,the person who is hired to operate it can

once the testing program is in place. Furthermore,

make a big difference. The higher the decision-mak-

nearly all the work in designing a test needs to be

ing responsibilities of the person being hired, the

performedanywaytodevelop(1)jobdescriptions,(2)

greater the potentialcostsofhiringthe wrong person

performance appraisal instruments,(3)quality con-

and the benefits of hiring the right one.

trol,(4)supervisory trainingand(5)worker training.

Two studiesreported hereinvolve selection of

Thecostof(1)through(5)should notbefullycharged

piece-rate paid workers. Some have asked,"Why

to theselection process. Also,other vineyard manag-

bother with careful employee selection when I pay

ers could most likely use this test with only minor

my workerspiece rate? Ifthey areslow they willjust

changesfor different pruning methods. Wherefarm-

earnless."Thereasonisthat,withtesting,farmerscan

ers have access to Cooperative Extensionlabor man-

hirefewer and more productive workers. Benefitsto

agementfarm advisors,the cost could be considera-

the farmer from hiringfewer,better workers include

bly less.

(1)reduced paper work,(2)need for fewer supervi-

A labor management rule of thumb for year-

sors,(3)reduced overhead for costs not associated

round positionsis thatitis notexcessive to spend the

directly with performance (e.g., vacation,health in-

equivalent of one employee's pay for one year,for

surance),and (4)a more stable work force with an

recruitment and testing. Benefits from testing come

increased working season length for those workers

in theform ofreduced costs,increased performance,

who are hired. Benefits to the farmer from hiring

or both. For sample costs of testing for a secretarial

more productive workersinclude(1)nothavingto pay

position in a farming operation,see Appendix A.

the minimum wage to workers who do not pick

A test with high validitycorrelation coefficient

enough piece-rate units and(2)a reduced danger of

(e.g.,r=.70)can greatlydecreasethe percentageofjob

workers setting "bogeys" at very low production

offers to unqualified persons(from 40 percent of all

levels.(Bogeysoccur when workersdecideto pick no

applicants hired,to 7percent or less)with the use of

faster than an agreed-upon pace to prevent working

a test (Anastasi, 1982). More moderate gains are

themselves out of a job, protect slow workers from

associated with average validity coefficients.

being embarrassed or fired, and/or prevent their

The potentialfor savings by testing before hir-

employersfrom lowering the piece rate.)

Legal Testing Issues

lessthan4/5thofanothergroup,then there generally

In hiring it is illegal,forexample(1)to assume

is evidence of adverse impact. However the rule is

thatbecauseanapplicantisa woman,shecannotload

onlya guideline. Wheresmall numbersareinvolved

three wirealfalfabalesonto theback ofthe pick-upor

or where the employer goes out of the way to try to

(2)to ask only applicants with an accent if they have

recruit persons in under-represented groups, then

a legal right to work in the United States. Farmers

the rule does not strictly hold.5

need to keep several categories(protected from dis-

Employers,by law,are notlegally required to

crimination by law)in mind,including: age(40 or

hire unqualified workers, regardless of the 4/5th

older), sex, race, color, national origin, handicap,

rule. They are, however, expected to show good

medical condition (cancer-related), and religion.

business reasons for using a hiring procedure. (The

Outright discrimination—or in the language of the

Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures,

courts,disparatetreatment—involvesdifferential treat-

(EqualEmploymentOpportunity Commission,1978)

ment of people falling into these protected categories.

usesthewordvalidalmostinterchangeablywith"good

However,itis legaltorefuseemploymenttounquali-

business reasons.") For instance, an employer can

fied—orlessqualified—applicantsregardlessoftheir

give workersapruningtestand nothirethose whodo

age,sex,national origin or the like.

nothavethe skillsrequired,or who prunetoo slowly.
Ifitturnsoutthatonlythe women who applied could

Adverse Impact

do the job,the farmer would not have to hire any of

Courtslooknotonlyatdisparatetreatment,but

the male applicants. Buttheemployer could assume

also at adverse impact. For instance,requiring a high

neitherthatother men whoapplyforthejoblater will

school diploma for tractor drivers might keep out

not be qualified nor that all women will.

proportionately more non-White applicants. On the

Some jobs are segregated by race or by sex or

surface there is nothing discriminatory about the

both. "Occupational concentration" refers to segre-

practice—or perhaps even about the intent—but the

gation not caused by the employer, but by the

policy could have an adverseimpacton non-Whites.

applicant's choice. This phenomenon haslong been

Another policy which might cause adverse impact

evidentinagriculture.Outof120personswhoshowed

would be to require all applicants to lift 125-pound

interest in the secretarial position, only one was a

sacks,regardlessof whether they will be hired ascalf

male. The more than 300 vineyard workers included

feeders,pruners,office clerks,orstrawberry pickers.

no more than 10 non-Hispanics.6

Equalemploymentopportunity guidelinesuse

Many employers hire indiscriminately: They

the4/5th rule to establish adverseimpact. Ifa given

hire everyone who applies. The problem with the

group(usuallysexor race)isselectedinratiosthatare

indiscriminate-hire approach is that adverse impact

5The Guidelines(Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,1978)also allow for adverse impact if
there is proof of test validity or of high utility. However,the greater the adverse impact,the greater the proof
required. Formulasfor test utility and utility considerations can be found in Chronback and Gleser(1965),
Hunter and Schmidt(1983),Schmidt and Hunter(1980),and Schultz(1984).
6Also ofinterest is that some farms in this study had both men and women employed in the vineyards,
while in at least one vineyard there were only male workers. Therefore,there seems to be a difference between farms in hiring policy.
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is postponed. Because everyone (including Cauca-

Other LegalIssues

sian males)belongs to atleast protected groups(i.e.,

When workers are injured in an employment

color,sex),itislikely thatsomein a protected group

test,they can be covered under workers compensa-

will be rejected from promotions or will be termi-

tion even though they are not on the employer's

nated,leading to possible litigation.

payroll when the accident occurs.7 Employers need

While tests can be misused,they offer a supe-

totakespecialprecautionsto preventaccidentswhen

rior wayto selectemployees withoutillegal discrimi-

workers are trying out for hazardous jobs for which

nation, and are an improvement over subjective

they claim competence but may actually lack the

methods such as interviewing(Barrett,Phillips,and

necessary skill.

Alexander, 1981; Daniel,1986; Doverspike,Barrett

Employmenttestingfallsintoacontinuumfrom

and Alexander,1985;O'Leary,1973;Tenopyr,1981;

pre-employmenttoan on-the-job test. Anexampleof

Whelchel, 1985).

the former is an equipment operator who loads and

Developments in administrative and case law

unloads a tractor from a ramp or a manager who

have made employee termination more difficult.

answers questions in an interview;the farmer is not

Employers are often told that effective employee

getting a "product" or "real work"out of the appli-

selection is the first step in avoiding wrongful dis-

cant. Anexampleofthelatterisafarmerwhotriesout

charge litigation. Promises or statements made to

a dairy worker for a day milking cows—a product

workers when they are hired,in conversation with

results. Individual states may welldevelop different

foremen or supervisors,or in employee handbooks,

policies regarding payment for this work. Some

have given rise to much litigation—for example,ref-

representativesoftheDivisionofIndustrialRelations

erencessuchas"permanentemployee"or"aslongas

in California contend that if workers are asked to

you do good work your will have a job." Some

prunegrapes,milkcows,orplowafield,theymustbe

employers who have discharged a "permanent"

paid for their time, because they are "permitted to

employeehaveended withawrongfuldischargesuit.

work." Policy in this area remains unclear.

They have been charged with breaking an implied
contract of good faith(Billikopf,1987).

Among the many benefits of pre-employment
testing,whereapplicantsare notofficially hired until

Employees are winning in court even though

aftertheselection process,isnothavingto(1)placeall

there are no laws prohibiting employers from firing

applicants on payroll records,(2)fill out the many

workers(exceptin retaliation for whistle blowing or

forms required in employment (including the 1-9

for discrimination because of sex,race,national ori-

employment verificationformfrom theImmigration

gin,and so on). Wrongfuldischargecasesare becom-

Service),and(3)experienceanincreasein unemploy-

ing more frequent in agriculture.

mentinsurance costs.

7See,for example,Laeng vs. Workers Compensation Appeal Board(California Compensation Case,1972).
The court decided "Where an employer requires an applicant to take a physical agility test on a course
designed by the employer as a precondition to employment,and the applicant is injured while taking the test,
the applicant is rendering service and exposing himself to a'risk of employment,'and his injury is therefore
compensable." A New York court case(Smith v. Venezian)wasamong numerous cited by the California
Supreme Courtin making its decision. "[It]is ... our view that where a tryoutinvolves an operation that
would be ordinarily viewed as hazardous ... a special employment exists.... A tryout is for the benefit of the
employer,as well as the applicant,and if it involves a hazardousjob we see no valid reason why the applicant should not be entitled to the protection of the statute."
5

Potential areasfor compromise in the pay-for-

Validity describes what the selection process

work-done-whilebeing-testedissue include(1)limit-

measuresand how wellitdoesso.The"how well"part

ing the total amount of time for tests relating to

of the definition refers to the strength of the correla-

"borderline work" and (2)paying all applicants for

tion between the predictorand thecriterion and their

the vines they pruned,the fruit they picked,etc.—if

reliability,i.e.,the consistency,of both the predictors

they are selected for the job.

and the criteria. The "what" implies that a test can

If compromise is not possible then selection

never be"valid"onitsown,thatitisonly made valid

tests in some states will be more expensive,but may

or not valid with respect to its utility or predictive

stillbe worththeextracost. Workerswhoare paidfor

ability in a given use. The better that predictors

aone-hourtestandthenletgo,arelesslikelytosuefor

forecastresultsorcriteria,the morevalid theselection

"wrongfuldischarge"than untested workerswhoare

process is said to be.

allowed to stayfor several weeksand then are terminated. It is likely, however, that farmers will be

Reliability

reluctant to test if they have to write out many extra

For a test to be valid,it must be reliable. The

checks(and do other paper work)for people they do

more unreliable a test is, the more invalid it will be.

not hire.

Reliabilityinvolvestheconsistencyofatestin measur-

Perhapsthebestand mostthoroughdiscussion

ing something. For instance,how consistently can a

of employee discrimination and testing from a legal

degree brix meter measure sugar content in table

perspective can be found in Schlei and Grossman

grapes? How consistently can a tension meter meas-

(1983). OtherreferencesareSiegel(1980)and Ramsay

uresoil watercontent?Orascale,the weightofacalf?

(1981),Kleiman and Faley(1985),and Bersoff(1981).

Reliabilityrefersto theabilityofatestto givethesame
results time after time. Test results differ because of

Technical Terms Used in

differingcontent,thetimebetweentests,and how they

Employment Testing Procedures

are scored by different raters(or even thesame rater at

A carefuland properlytargeted selection processissaid to be"valid." Validityis a descriptorfor the

different times).
Examplesofreliability problemsthat mightbe

quality of the selection process. Selection may in-

'encountered include:

volve a single tool for obtaining information about

1. Test-retest. The exact test is given twice on two

applicants (e.g., applicant interview) or utilize a

differentoccasions. Thetypeoferrorassociated with

combinationofseveralselectiontools(e.g.,three tests,

this procedure is called "time sampling"(Anastasi,

an interview, an application blank, and reference

1982). It is likely that a person learns something or

checks). Allthesetoolsare consideredpredictorsofjob

forgets something between the first time and the

performance. Selection tools(or predictors)are used

second time a test is given. How much difference

by employers to predict a single result(e.g.,pruning

there is between one testresult and another depends

speed)or multiple results(e.g.,productivity,absen-

in part on the type of test,and in part on the level of

teeism,turnover,safety record). The results that are

skill possessed by those taking the test.

beingpredictedbythepredictorsarecalled thecriterion

2. Alternate-form reliability. Twodifferentforms ofthe

or the criteria.

same test are given. When an alternate form test is

6

given at two different times there are two sources of

Reliability of the predictor and the criteria is

error: content and time(Anastasi,1982). Time error

usually measured in terms of a simple Pearson's"r"

issimilarto test-retestjustdiscussed. Contenterroris

correlationcoefficient. Manylow-costcalculatorsare

when skills or abilities required on one test differ

available today that will quickly compute the coeffi-

from those on another.8

cient:

3. Scorer reliability. Different persons mayscore a test

n(Exy)—(Ex)(Ey)

differently (Anastasi, 1982).9 Objective tests have

[nEx2 —(Ex)2][ny2 —(Ey)2

fewer problemsthan subjective ones,buteven objective tests are notfree from scorer reliability.

whereristhecorrelationcoefficient(here,thereliabil-

Careful analysis of what constitutes a good

ity coefficient);x is one variable,e.g.,Test1 results;y

responsetoanemploymentinterview question—ora

is another variable, e.g., Test 2 results; and n is the

goodjobina performancetest—helpsratersorjudges

numberofpairsinvolved. The valueofrrangesfrom

improve their ratings. It is also important that all

-1 (a perfect inverse relationship),through zero(no

judgesareusingthesamerulesandtimelimitstorate.

relationship indicated),to +1(a perfect positive rela-

If one foreman allows more time or gives different

tionship). For predictors or criteria to be "reliable,"

instructions to applicants taking a mechanical test

they should show a large,positive or negative corre-

than another foreman giving the same test,chances

lation coefficient,i.e.,close to +1 or to -1.

arethat applicants'scores willvarydependingonthe

Correlation analysisis one ofthe principal sta-

foreman givingthe test. Evenifonlyone person does

tistical tools used in employee selection testing. The

the rating, there can be rater error from one test to

weakness of correlation analysis (e.g., Leedy,1985;

another. Some of the same factors that can help

Little and Hills, 1978) is that it is often improperly

improve consistency among raterscan helpimprove

used to claim a cause-and-effect relationship. The

consistency for a single rater, too. Not only is the

purpose of using correlations here is not to show

reliabilityofthetest(or predictor)important,butalso

causality,butrather,toshow association orcloseness of

the reliability of the job performance measure (the

the relationship."

criterion).10

8If,for instance,the selection procedure for hiring a vineyard production manager involves one test
with questions on eutypa and mildew and another test with questions on phyloxera and grape leaf skeletonizer,it is possible that an applicant might do very well on one test and poorly on the other.
9For instance,opinions differ among the five dressage judges in the equestrian events at the Olympic
Games;opinions differ among three veterinarians as to the cause of a disease in a young bull;and foremen
differ in their judgment of a worker's pruning quality.
10Wernimont and Campbell(1968)and Ghiselli(1966)point out thatfew studies have established the
reliability of the criterion measure. Uniform crew working speeds result in an unreliable criterion measure.
An excellent test is not a substitute for criterion reliability(Ghiselli,1966,Green,1981). Green says: "Most
performance measures are much less reliable than the tests they are validating. An unreliable criterion is just
aslimiting as an unreliable test"(p. 1006).
"If the relationship is not linear,prediction would be more accurate atsome ranges than others and
could result in an underestimation of validity(Ghiselli, 1966).
7

Validity

fications or specific requirements.13

Itis possiblefor aninstrumentto be consistent

The job analysis is important because it is the

yetuselessin predictingsuccesson thejob. Thatis,a

data base for the job specifications. If something

test can be reliable but not valid. For example,a tree

meaningfulis missingfrom thejob analysis,a signifi-

pruning test might be very reliable in predicting the

cantfactor mightgo untested in theselection process.

fastest workers in a peach orchard crew. A farmer

A farmer must notfeel limited to thinking ofa

could conceivably use such a test, as consistent and

job the way it has been done in the past, but rather,

reliable asit is,to also try to predict quality of work.

should feelfree to add skills that mightbe needed in

The relation between speed and quality, however,

the future and discard those that might not. Finally,

might be very weak or even nonexistent. This test,

not every item listed in the job specifications is of

while reliable,isinvalid—for the purpose of predict-

equal importance and items should be weighted

ing pruning quality.12

accordingly(as in Figure 1).

There are various strategies to establishing
validity. Twooftheseareexplainedinthisreportand

Criterion-Oriented Strategies

are illustrated using case studies: (1) criterion-ori-

A criterion-oriented strategy is one in which a

ented and(2)content-oriented. Anothertypeofstrat-

statistical inference is made between the test

egy is known as construct-oriented. This involves

(predictor) and the results (criteria). Again, this is

testing various psychological constructs such as

done through the Pearson correlation coefficient. In

motivation,intelligence,and personality.

this case "r" is referred to as a validity coefficient.

Regardless of which strategy a farmer uses to

Instead of x representing one set oftest results and y

establish validity of the selection system,a thorough

the otherin calculating the reliability coefficientfor a

job analysisisessential. Ajob analysisentailscollect-

predictor,herethe validitycoefficientxisthetest,say

ing information about the job through worker and

Test1,and y,the criterion,say,Criterion 1.14 Thus,the

foremaninterviews,surveys,and observation. A job

criterion-oriented strategyisastatisticalapproach.In

analysis can,in turn,be made into a list ofjob speci-

principle, as long as the predictor is not outrightly

12There are other examples. A farmer may test melon picker applicantsfor speed and hire the faster
workers. Then they are placed in crews paid by the hour. The motivation of these workers to perform in the
test and to perform on the job might be very different. In fact, when employees work in a crew there are
many social forces that tend to keep them working together at the same speed. A farmer might also retest
workersfor speed every year as part of their performance appraisal. Such a test does not measure how many
melons an hour are actually picked by a worker on the job,but rather,it measures how many melons an hour
a worker is capable of picking.
This does not mean that a test could not be used to hire crew workers who are paid by the hour.
Certainly such a test could be used to eliminate applicants who cannot keep up with the main group. Also,it
is possible that if all workers are selected at the beginning of the season through a melon-picking test,such a
carefully-selected crew will move at a faster pace. Problems would arise if the farmer is adding newly testedand-hired workers to an already existing hourly-paid crew consisting offast and slow workers. Some farmers argue that crew workers paid by the hour work no faster than the slowest in the crew.
13For instance,if a calf-feeder must be able to lift 50lb. grain sacks and 100lb.cement sacksfor construction of a new barn,the job specification would say: "ability to lift 100lb.sacks." If a job analysis shows
that a secretary must type letters and also must type reports,a job specification would restate such requirements as simply: "ability to type."
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Figure 1. Pruning Quality Data Collection Instrument
(This instrument was used as a part of the testing processfor the predictive test on Farm 3.)
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14Researchers see a greatfuture in criterion-oriented validity(e.g.,see Schmidt and Hunter,1980).
However,Robertson and Kandola(1982),and Wernimont and Campbell(1968)found that many researchers
confuse validity with reliability.
Lee,Miller,and Graham(1982)and Mount,Munchinsky,and Hanser(1977)feel that having a different
predictor and criterion measure is what distinguishes a validity from a reliablility coefficient. Mount,Munchinsky,and Hanser used an open job-sample test as a predictor and a different,but more complex,open jobsample test as the criterion. Such a comparison ignores worker motivation on the job,but could be considered a validity study measuring the capacity ofa pre-employment test to predictsuccess in training. However,
it can only be considered a test of validity if actual performance on the job is being correlated against the preemployment test. Ebel(1977)argues: "Ability to do ... work is a necessary,but not sufficient condition for
success ...[and]the success of a person ... on a job depends to a considerable extent on the efforts of the
person"(p.60).
Schmitt et al.(1984)found few studies that used production as the criterion. More often,subjective
performance ratings are used,resulting in lower validity coefficients because of the lack of reliability in the
criterion scores.
Daniel(1986)said that"the best opportunities to improve selection exist in organizationsin which one
or more readily indentifiable, quantifiable characteristics affect organizational performance"(p.6).
Green(1981)suggests that50or more cases are required to establish some credence for a validity
coefficient. A sample of 100or more data pairs is needed to establish a solid base for a study(Ghiselli,1966;
Green). Schmidt and Hunter(1980)call for a much larger sample. But Schmitt et al.(1984)had good results
with small sample sizes. Finally, Ramos(1981)found that offering test instructions in Spanish—to those who
preferred it—resulted in "small but significant" test score improvements.
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discriminatory,it does not matter what the factor is,

PsychologicalAssociation,Standards,1985;and Guion

if it predicts performance. For instance, if women

and Cranny,1982). The argumentoften presented is

proveto bebetter milkers,thefactor women would be

thatconcurrentvalidation strategies mayintroducea

illegal and could not be used;a farmer cannot reject

large restriction of range error—with corresponding

men on the basis that women make better milkers.

lower validity coefficients(Guion and Cranny). The

But if a dexterity test is a good predictor of milking

problem arises because workers in a particular job

ability,and more women passed that test than men,

tend to be a more homogeneous work force than an

then more women could be hired for thatjob based on

applicant population, resulting in a restriction of

the test.

range problem and lower validity coefficients. This

Two ways of carrying out a criterion-oriented

on-the-job homogeneity may occur when poor per-

strategyare(1)apredictivestudyand(2)aconcurrent

formersdrop outorare terminated and best workers

study. In a predictive study,all applicants aretested,

are promoted(see Figure 2).15

butnormally they are hired withoutthe benefitofthe

Another problem with concurrent-oriented

test results. Testresults are not given out to supervi-

studiesis that workers may not have as great a moti-

sorsasthey could contaminate the data(byinfluenc-

vation to do well in a test as in a predictive study

ing the supervisors). After workers have been on the

(Guion and Cranny, 1982; Principles, 1980). Guion

jobfora period oftime,testresultsarecorrelated with

and Cranny feel that these differences in motivation

some measure of on-the-job performance, i.e., the

introduce random error in the predictor.

criteria. Thebetterthetestpredictssuccessonthejob,
the more valid it is. This method works well when a
farmer will be hiring many new workers.

Content-OrientedStrategies
A content-oriented strategyis one thatempha-

The second or concurrent approach involves

sizesacomparison betweenthecontentofthejoband

testing those already holding a certainjob to see how

the content of a test. The assumption is that an

they do on a test. Performance data and supervisor

applicant'sbeing tested in ajob-related area,contrib-

ratings for incumbents may be collected before the

utes to validity. Thus,it makessensefor a herdsman

testis given,eliminating contamination problems. If

who performsartificialinsemination(AI)tobetested

the test proves to be valid, that is, if there is a high

in Al,for afarm clerk-typistto be given a typing test,

correlation between the test resultsand the perform-

and so on. The danger with the construction of a

ance data, the farmer can use the test with some

content-oriented testisthatpeopletend tobetestedin

confidence with new hires.

thoseareasthatareeasiestto test. Forinstance,ifajob

The traditional view is thata predictorstrategy

necessitates driving equipment, identifying plant

is superior to a concurrent one for most personnel

diseases, irrigating, and doing some farm supervi-

situations(Anastasi, 1982; Ghiselli, 1973; American

sion,a farmer might test someone mostly on pathol-

15Schmitt,Gooding,Noe,and Kirsch(1984)hold the opposite view. Theyfound higher validity coefficients for concurrent than for predictive studies. (However,they were not able to control any variables in
their meta-analysis.) The differences between concurrent and predictive studies have increasingly been
minimized by others(Barrett,Phillips,and Alexander,1981; Division ofIndustrial and Organizational
Psychology,Principles,1980),especially due to a host of corrections that have been developed for restriction of
range(e.g.,Lee,Miller,and Graham,1982).
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Figure 2. The Restriction of Range Problem;On the Job Performance
(in terms of vines pruned,lugs picked,etc.) versus Test Scores
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Test Score
When all the data points are considered in this bivariate distribution
between test and on-the-job performance scores,the validity coefficient is
high(r=0.84). However,if a farmer had set a minimum score of13for
selecting applicants,the coefficient drops to r=0.68. Then,if the best
workers are promoted to other positions and only the middle range is
considered,the coefficient would drop to r=0.14. This illustrates the
restriction ofrange problem.

ogy identification,and only a little on driving equip-

Summary

ment. To the extent that the areas not tested are

Anytoolthatattemptsto measureanapplicant's

important parts of the job,the process is likely to be

knowledge,skill,ability,education,or even personal-

invalid. A content-oriented process, then, will be

ity can be evaluated by how consistent it is(reliable)

more valid when persons are tested in a greater

and byhow wellitpredictsresults(validity)—suchas

varietyofareas.Theargumentforusing the test,here,

worker performance,theft,orlength ofemployment.

is mostly a logical one rather than a statistical one.

There are several ways to establish the validity of a

Ideally,a test or battery of tests mightinclude

selection instrument. The more valid a selection

two or more stategies. The better the job is under-

process,the better the chances a farmer has of hiring

stood,the better the chances that a selection process

the right person for the job and of staying out of

can be designed to account for all the factors that

trouble with the law—or winning a case in court

determine whether an applicant will be a successful

when challenged.

worker.
11

Work-Sample Testing: A Special Case

1985). The validity ofsuch decisions,unfortunately,

Personnel testscan be classified asthose meas-

hasseldom been tested empirically against measures

uring ability, motivation, personality, performance,

ofjob performance.

and even honesty. Tests can also be classified as(1)

Work-sample tests also promote self selection

pencil and paper tests, (2) situational (e.g., What

(Downs,Farr,and Colbeck,1978;Farr,O'Leary and

would you do if...?),(3)job simulation,(4)in-basket

Bartlett, 1973; Robertson and Kandola, 1982). Self

exercises, and (5) work-sample(often termed "job"

selection occurswhen applicantsrealize thattheyare

sample)tests. Notall ofthese are considered equally

notreally qualified forajob,or thatajob doesnotsuit

valuable and many combinations are possible. The

their economic, emotional, social, or other needs.

case studies reported here involve atleast one work-

Suchapplicants"selectthemselves"outofcontention

sample test or one job simulation test because these

for a position.

are particularly well accepted.

Mount,Muchinsky,and Hanser(1977)found

Work-sample tests are versatile in that they

that work-sample tests have high reliabilities. Com-

may be validated through content or criterion strate-

parison between work-sample tests and on-the-job

gies;stringentjobanalysisjustificationis notrequired

performancealso resultedinsignificantvaliditycoef-

for a production criterion, and multiple sources of

ficients. Often, predictor (test results)and criterion

evidence may be useful to examine the validity of

(on-the-job performance)can be measured in similar

inferences derived from a test. These tests are often

ways(e.g.,pruningspeed,numberofbucketspicked,

considered superiorfor usein employee selection,as

typing speed and quality).

long as work methods don't change (Kleiman and

Worker motivation is probably different dur-

Faley, 1985; Mount, Muchinsky, and Hanser, 1977;

ingaselection test(whereajob isonthebalance)than

Robertson and Kandola, 1982; Schmitt et al., 1984;

it is on the job. Nevertheless, workers who do only

Standards,1985;Whelchel,1985).

halfaswellasothers whentryingtheirbestundertest

Work-sample tests also increase the "face va-

conditions are unlikely,no matter what the motiva-

lidity"(i.e.,whatitseemsthe testisabout)ofemploy-

tion(e.g,extra pay for extra production),to catch up

menttests(Wernimontand Campbell,1968).16 Those

to the faster workers on the job. Farmers are more

whotakethetests,andjudgesincourtsoflaw,cansee

likely to adopt work-sample tests over other tests

the connection between the test and the job and are

because they are easy to understand,simple to ad-

more likely to develop favorable opinions about the

minister,and reasonably effective.

test(O'Leary,1973;Schmitt et al.,1977).
In some cases job-sample tests have reduced

Differences in Worker Performance

adverseimpactin employmentdecisions(Robertson

Mostfarmers are comfortable with the notion

and Kandola, 1982; Schmitt et al., 1977; Whelchel,

ofadapting varieties of plants and breeds ofanimals

16Face validity refers to what a test appears to measure on the surface. For instance,a farmer wanting
to test for a herdsman's knowledge of math would do much better to use test problems that involve cows,
barns,and Dairy Herd Improvement Association records than,say,examples that use marbles and baseball
caps. At times,however,the purpose of a test is less apparent. For instance,it might be easy for an applicant
to lie in a personality or honesty test that clearly has proper and improper responses,but more difficult when
the answers are clouded by a hidden purpose.
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to different uses. When it comes to workers' differ-

new one. Thegroup-cohesivenessthatfostershomo-

ences,however,someagriculturalists neglectthegreat

geneous work speed among hourly-paid workers is

variability in people and their performance. For

tempered by the desire to increase personalearnings

virtually every task there would seem to be workers

under piece-rate pay.

who can perform better than others. Workers who

Reduced differences in speeds when workers

excelinonearea,however,mightnotcompareso well

are paid hourly may result in an unreliable criterion

with others in a different task.

measure. Any personnel practice that tends to in-

Schultz(1984)reported that at times the best

crease manifestations ofindividual differences,con-

worker can be four times as productive as the worst

versely,islikelytoincreasethecriterionreliability. In

worker. This kind of difference—if consistent—can

the first case study, differences between piece-rate

greatly increase the utility ofa test to select the more

paid and hourly paid crew workers are explored.

productive workers. Productivity is a result of both
workerability(the "cando")and motivation(the"will

Hourly versus Piece-Rate Paid Vineyard Pruners

do");thegreater thedifferencesin applicantabilities,

Labor pruning-rate data for nine crews from

the more effective a test can be in identifying these

sevenfarmsintheCaliforniaSanJoaquinValley were

differences. Motivation—the "will do"—is equally

examined. All data—vines pruned per person-day

important. A key motivator in most employment

and number of hours worked per person-day—were

situationsis,ofcourse,pay. The method ofpayment

collected byfarmersand theirforemen. Dataforfour

may also influence motivation.

days werecollectedforeach of10workers(randomly

Payingfarm workers by the piece may tend to

selected)per crew for eight of the crews. Data from

bring out worker differences, while paying them

three days were collectedfrom 13 workers(complete

hourly may camouflage them. One setting in which

crew)for the ninth crew.(No data were collected for

farmers can observe individual differences in pro-

day4for this crew.) Six crews were paid by the vine

ductivity is in vineyard pruning. In most grape

and three by the hour.

growing operationseach workeris assigned onerow

The data were analyzed for criterion reliabil-

to prune. When workersare paid on an hourly basis,

ity—individual worker performance between two

they tend tofinish their respectiverowsatalmostthe

different work days—using a sample Pearson's "r"

same time. Before moving on to a new row,workers

reliability coefficient. In addition, Analysis of Vari-

often help otherstofinish theirs. Whileslow workers

ance(ANOVA)was used to test differences in the

feel pressure notto beleftfar behind the main group,

variation(1)between workers and(2)between days

fast workers are also pressured into not leaving the

(vineyard, weather, or other differences between

main group far behind.

days). ANOVA determines if the differences ob-

When paid by the vine, pruners will usually
spread considerably throughout the field. When
workers come to the end of their rows,they start a

served(between workersor between days)are statistically significant.17
The hypothesis: Criterion reliability for crew

17Variance is relative,so the greater the differences in working conditionsfrom one day to the next,the
greater the real differences that must exist between individual workers for the test to be statistically significant.
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workersisdependentonpay method.Piece-ratepaid

workers in hourly-paid crews either are selected for

workersshouldlargercoefficientvalues,whilehourly

their similar abilities or, more likely,tend to restrict

paid workersshould not. TheANOVAsshouldshow

their potential output.

statisticallysignificantvarianceamongworkerswhen
paid by the piece,but not when paid by the hour.

Thus, farmers and other employers should
carefullyconsiderpayand otherfactorsthatmotivate
workersto do their best. While this is probably true

Results and Discussion

for virtually all personnel management situations,it

The analysis confirmed visual observations:

is especially true for agricultural field crew condi-

Workers paid by the hour tend to cling together,

tions where workers can easily see how their speed

while those paid by the vine tend to spread out,with

compares to that of others.

some working muchfasterthanothers.Nevertheless,
there were exceptions and differences among crews

A Limitation on Case 1 Results

not wholly explained by pay method.

While normally a worker who finishes a row

Analysisofthe data(Table 1)showsthat all six

will help another, workers were asked by their em-

piece-rate crews had greater variance(by ANOVA,

ployers not to help each other during the study pe-

randomized complete block design)among workers

riod. This departure from the usual pattern was

than among days worked. The three hourly-paid

necessarytoenablethegrowertocountthenumberof

crews,on the other hand,showed more variance in

vines pruned by each worker on each day of the

workers'outputfrom day to day than among work-

study. Unfortunately,the criterion could have been

ers on any given day, offering support for the hy-

contaminated by this change in the normal proce-

pothesis. In five of the piece-rate crews the variance

dure.

was significant beyond the 99 percent confidence

It would have, of course, been preferable to

level. Workerspruned at differingrates—and did so

have a farmer implement the work-on-your-own

ratherconsistentlyfromdaytoday.However,among

systemfora whilebeforecollectinganydata. Butthis

piece-rate crew6,the test was notstatistically signifi-

would have required too greatacommitmentamong

cant.'8 Meanwhile,there were no significantindivid-

the participating farmers,for one of the benefits of

ual performance differences found among hourly

paying bythe houris nothaving to countthe number

crews by ANOVA.

of vines pruned per worker each day. Equivalent

None of the correlation coefficients between

problems did not exist with the piece-rate crews;

two days for the hourly-paid workers exhibited a

growers collected the same output data they nor-

strong relationship; all of the piece-rate coefficients

mally need for payroll purposes.

were strongly positive. Differing distributions of
production (i.e., numbers of vines pruned) within

Other Motivational Factors BesidesPay Method

crews paid bythe vineand those paid bythe hourare

Anothercasestudyexaminedindividual prun-

shown in Figure 3. These differences suggest that

ing rates for two grapevine pruning crews(Crew 1

180ne piece-rate crew had several workers with the same last name;another had a husband and wife
who worked at the same speed. These features help to explain reduced differences between workersfound
for these crews.
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Table 1. Test of Statistically Significant Differences
Between Hourly and Piece-Rate Paid Crews
of Grape Pruners
Criterion Reliabilitya
ANOVA
Hourly-Paid Crews
Pearson's r
Crew No.
F-statistic
1
-0.47
.04
457.23***
0.17
.82
8
225.66***
9
1.47
0.06
127.19***

.
V

2
3
4
5
6
7

22.48***
6.09***
21.76***
11.98***
2.05
13.75***

Piece-Rate Paid Crews
22.11***
1.40
3.07*
1.84
0.91
5.31**

and Crew 2)within thesamefarming operation
in theSan Joaquin Valley;both crews were paid
on a piece-rate basis.
Crew 1 had 18 workers. Each pruner's
work-rate was recorded as average number of
vines pruned per hour on each offour consecutive days. Table 2 reveals that there is much
variabilitybetween workers,and,perhapsmore

0.92
0.73
0.96
0.82
0.79
0.69

a.Daysfor correlations were randomly selected as day 2
and day4for all crews except crew 2;day 1 and day3
were used for crew 2because of missing plots on the
other days.
*= the probability is less than 5% that the difference
observed occurs by mere chance;** = less than 1 %;***=
less than 0.1 %.

significantly,workersareconsistently different.
Onday1 theslowest worker pruned anaverage
of 33.4 vines/hour; the fastest, 90.1. Faster
workerson day 1 tended to be more productive
ondays2-4,also. Analysisofthe datarejectsthe
null hypothesis that such observed variability
among workers was merely bychance. Crew 1,
then,looks like a typical crew under piece rate,
with workers showing consistent differences
from day to day.
Crew 2 had 17 workers whose
pruningratesrangedfrom44.8to67.2
vines per hour on day 1 (Table 3).

Figure 3. Distribution of hourly and piece-rate paid crews scores
(distributions adjusted and superimposed to have the same mean)

Statistical analysis of Crew 2 worker
productivity also rejects the null hypothesis that worker differences occurred bychance. However,withina

Number ofWorkers

9

large subset of Crew 2,the grower's
payroll records show that seven out

7

of ten workers (among workers 1
through 10)pruned exactly the same

5

number of vines on day one; so did
3

the remaining three. On day two,
another seven among these 10 work-

1

* *

18

*

* *

22

ers pruned at the same rate. On the
26

30

34

Number of Vines Pruned

third day, four workers out of 10
pruned atthesamerate. Considering
onlysubsetA,wewould notrejectthe

Average vines pruned per hour by 16 piece-rate workers(*)and
16 hourly workers(A)in one day.

null hypothesis. That is, there were
no statistically significant differences
15

Table 2. Average speed(vines/hour for 18 workers in Crew 1
on each offour consecutive days).

amongtheworkersinsubsetA.These
10workers,especiallyduringthefirst
part of the week,did not behave as

Day
Worker

1

2

3

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

43.9
37.8
33.4
46.3
46.0
48.1
58.8
76.0
41.8
44.2
46.1
44.5
90.1
44.8
59.1
47.6
34.9
76.5

47.7
38.1
35.8
34.4
45.0
42.9
45.8
58.8
36.7
47.9
44.1
38.8
58.8
37.4
44.8
37.6
38.5
58.8

43.4
49.0
48.6
54.8
39.2
42.0
67.6
74.0
59.2
43.7
52.4
43.4
69.2
54.4
72.0
70.2
38.2
68.6

53.7
41.5
39.1
46.9
43.9
47.4
58.8
72.8
44.2
53.9
46.1
41.6
70.6
51.5
52.5
51.1
37.8
70.6

Table 3. Average speed(vines/hour for 7 workers in Crew 2on each
offour consecutive days).

typical piece-rate paid workers.
Implications
The first and most important
implication from both of these case
studiesis that workershave differing
abilities. Farm operators can make
use ofsuch differencesifthey understand how to select and motivate
employees. However,payincentives
are not the only influence on worker
performance. Possible explanations
of the lack of statistical differences
amongsubsetA ofCrew2rangefrom
a deliberate work slowdown (a bogey) to try to induce the grower to
increase the pay per vine,"to a gen-

Day
Worker

1

2

3

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

67.2
67.2
58.3
67.2
58.3
67.2
67.2
67.2
67.2
58.3
56.3
52.1
44.8
60.0
54.3
47.3
52.5

58.8
58.8
58.8
64.2
52.5
58.8
69.8
58.8
58.8
58.8
49.3
63.9
39.8
76.5
63.4
52.5
56.5

64.8
64.8
64.8
47.2
53.4
66.5
60.5
53.3
64.8
53.5
47.5
65.4
41.5
64.7
56.9
53.5
44.7

54.1
65.9
60.0
54.0
47.9
60.0
65.9
54.0
54.1
65.9
44.9
54.0
42.4
70.8
42.0
42.0
43.2

Subset A

eral desire to stay close for social
contact while working. The manager
ofthe vineyard noted that there were
several related workers in the crew.
Summary
Differences in workers with
respect to pruning productivity are
very real and important. Of course,
paying piece rate does not always
guaranteethatworkerdifferenceswill
be broughtout. Testing isone wayto
determine these differences and take
advantage of them when hiring.

191n many settings,but especially in agriculture, where variations in conditions are pronounced,farmers
ask employees to first work on an hourly basis so that a piece rate can be set. Employers derive a piece rate
from the production rate experienced in the initial "trial period." The higher the trial production rate,the
lower the piece rate is set. Workers get a more favorable piece rate if they don't work too fast during this
period. Once the piece rate is firm,they tend to produce up to their ability. A slow down,while being paid
by the piece is sometimes used to reestablish a higher rate.
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AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT TESTING: CASE STUDIES
A Content-Oriented Strategy:
Agricultural Secretary Selection

Actual typing speeds ranged from 15 wpm to
76 wpm. The 11 (of 25)applicants claiming typing

A secretarial job wasanalyzed and job specifi-

speeds of 60 wpm on the application were rather

cations were laid out. In developing the testing

evenlydispersedfrom15wpmtoalmost60wpm(see

strategy,particular attention was paid to testing for

Figure 4). The range between expected and actual

skills that would be needed on a day-to-day basis on

typing speeds narrowed for those who claimed they

thejob. Thatis,acontent-oriented validationstrategy

could type faster than 60 wpm. The average claimed

was followed. A short employment advertisement

typing speed was 65 wpm while the actual average

specifying qualifications,including typing speed-

speed in the test was about44 wpm.

60 words per minute(wpm)minimum—and artistic

Inthespellingand punctuation test,applicants

ability, was run twice in the largest and only local

wereprovided adictionaryand wereasked tore-type

daily paper. Other recruitment efforts were made at

a letter and make any necessary corrections. This

a local college.

portion oftheexam allowed sufficienttimefor appli-

The correlation between what applicants said

cants to finish, review their work, and re-type if

they could do and how they performed on a test was

necessary. Applicantsrangedfrom those whofound

measured.2° One-hundred eight complete applica-

and corrected almost every mistake in the original

tions were received, plus additional inquiries,resu-

letter and re-typed it without changing the meaning

mes,and incomplete applications. Most of the 108

to those who missed many of the mistakes and took

wereinvited to demonstratetheir artistic ability. The

correctly spelled wordsand misspelled them. Eight

testconsistedof(1)writing"AgricultureisCalifornia's

persons qualified for a final interview;three ofthese

Future" using dry transfer letters,(2) designing a

showed the most potential;one was selected unani-

flyer/poster, and (3) free hand drawing an object.

mously by a five person panel.

Onlyabout60ofthe applicantsshowed upfor the art

Thiscontent-oriented studyhas"face validity"

test. A few of these did not stay after the procedure

inthatthetestwasdirectlyrelatedtothe performance

was explained. Others left before completing the

required on the job. Itbroughtout the differencesin

exam.

more than 100applicants,all of who claimed to have

The quality of the art work, which varied

some degree of artistic ability and secretarial skills.

enormously, was evaluated by three raters. The 25

Had applications been taken on face value and top

applicants who performed at a satisfactory or better

candidates interviewed,it is likely that a much less

level were scheduled to be tested for typing speed

qualified candidate would have been selected. The

and for spelling and punctuation.

applicant who was hired, never would have been

"Some applicants reported their typing speed even though it was below 60 wpm,while mostindicated
at least a 60 wpm speed,perhaps realizing they would probably never even get an interview if they did not.
For those who claimed they could type better than 60 wpm there was generally a better correspondence
between expected and actual skills because they had less incentive to exaggerate. Slower typists did not want
to report speeds over the minimum required,especially since they might be accountable for typing that fast if
they were selected for the job.
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Figure 4. Typing Speeds

interviewedina usualselection processas
she had much less secretarial job experience than many of the other applicants.

70

All along self-selection was occurring,with applicants dropping out atdif-

60

ferent stages of the selection process,
especially at the beginning. Future stud-

Actual Words per Minute
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iesontheeffectofminimum standardson
skill self-reporting would be valuable."
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A Criterion-Oriented Strategy:
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Tomato Harvest Testing

•

The purpose of this portion of the

study was to determine whether a work-

20

sample test—when workers know they

•

are being observed—can be used to pre-

10

dict actual tomato harvest worker performance(when they do not know they
H I

60

are being observed). Workers change in
70

80

90

Expected Words per Minute

performance(usuallyimprovement)when
observed and/or special attention is paid

to themisknown astheHawthorneeffect. In thistestand inthe next(with grape pruners)testresultsdid predict
performance well,despite the occurrence ofsome Hawthorne effect during the test.
The test was with hand-harvest of green tomatoes on a San Joaquin Valley farm,summer 1986. Farm
•workers pickinto two buckets whichtheycarry to bins where theyreceiveone chip;theyare paid by the number
of chips they collect per day.
Methods
A concurrent criterion-oriented test was conducted between9a.m.and 12:45 p.m. Trial one wasfor onehalfhour;afterashortbreak,trialtwolasted anotherone-halfhour,followed byanothershortbreakand aregular
two and one-half hour work period during which workers did not know they were being observed. The point
was to measure the correlation between the trial periods and the regular work period. Workers were informed
that this wasan experiment;participation was voluntary. More than 100 workers participated. The beginning
and end ofeach trial period were signaled by a shotfrom a starting gun;workersrecorded their namesand the

An applicantfor a ranchhand position claimed to know how to handle horses,mend fences,and have
other skills related to the job. He was hired on his self-proclaimed proficiencies. Hislack of these skills
became readily apparent on the job. When asked about the discrepancy between his claims and abilities,he
replied,"I needed a job so badly,I would have said I could fly a plane—if that's what was needed."
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numberofchipscollected ona card atthe end ofeach

A Criterion-Oriented Stategy:

trial. During their regular work period workers did

Testing of Vineyard Pruners

notknow their performance wasbeing tested—until

The purpose ofthis portion ofthe study wasto

the final 15 minutes when again their names and

determine if a work-sample test —when workers

number ofchips collected were recorded on cards.

knew they were being tested—canbe used to predict
on-the-job performance of piece-rate paid crew vine-

Results

yard pruners. The test was conducted on three San

The test-retest correlation coefficient between

Joaquin Valley, California, farms, selected because

trialone and trialtwoon97pairsofobservations was

they(1)paid on a piece-rate basis,(2)employed40or

r=0.73,indicatingstatistical reliability. From65pairs

more workers, and (3) had previously cooperated

of useable observations, the validity coefficient be-

withtheauthorinotherresearchefforts. Bothconcur-

tween trial one results and the regular work period

rent and predictive studies were done. Recall that a

wasr=0.44;between trial two and the regular work

concurrent study uses incumbent workers and a

period,r=0.57;and between trials one plus trial two

predictivestudyusesjob applicants. There wereabout

and theregular period,r=0.55. Theseresultsindicate

115 workers who participated in a concurrent study

a strong positive correlation between the tests and

on Farm 1 and 45 in a predictive study on Farm 2.

actual work,indicating validity of the tests.

Farm 3 as divided into two groups: 116 applicants

The range of chips collected during trials one

participated in a predictive study on Farm 3A; 67

andtwo wasfromthreeto12;therangefortheregular

workersonFarm 3B wereina concurrenttest. Work-

work period was from eight to 41. Thus, again,

ers received instructions in Spanish and/or English.

substantial differences between workers were ob-

Although workers'payisdirectlyproportional

served,showing the potential value of using testing

to the number of vines pruned,quality ofproduction

procedures when hiring.

depends on supervisors'requirements. Only grapevines that are cordon pruned were included (e.g.,

Limitations

French Colombard,Chenin blanc, Barbera).22 Other

There were some problems with the tomato-

viticultural conditions, e.g., vine age, vine vigor,

picking test. For one thing, precision control on

spacing between rows,spacing within therow,miss-

starting-stopping times was difficult when so many

ing plants,grafting,and vine variety,wereconsistent

workers were involved. Worker self-recording also

fora givenfarm(1)within the predictorand(2)within

afforded less than desirable accuracy. These limita-

the criterion but, not necessarily consistent between

tions were corrected on the next test,using vineyard

(1)and(2). Inconsistenciesin viticultural conditions

pruners.

between predictor and criterion—other than pruning

22Cordon pruning is defined here as a bilateral arm-pruning system(as contrasted with the more
unusual quadrilateral pruning).
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method—give the study greater possible external

and positive. OnFarm2there wereonly16data pairs

validity;whereasinconsistenciesbetween predictors

available to use,i.e.,there were only 16of those who

or between criteria would reduce reliability. Data

had taken the predictor test who were employed and

werecollected duringthe1986-87winterseason when

available for the criterion check. Also,and probably

the vines are in the dormant stage.

moreimportant,Farm2manager wasapparentlynot
carefulaboutdocumentingexact workinghourssince

Predictor Measure

his workers werebeing paid bythe piece. Incontrast,

Predictordata werecollected onthethreefarms

the otherfarms were very careful to documentexact

from two work-sample pruning periods of 46 min-

starting and finishing timesfor workers. Whether or

uteseach—Test1 and Test2—during which workers

not partially finished vines were counted added to

knew they were being tested and that they needed to

the discrepanciesin scoresfrom day to day on Farm

prune as fast as possible and still maintain quality.23

2.

Predictorcorrelation coefficients were positive
and high(see Table 4),rangingfrom r =0.79 to 0.86.

Validity

Thesehighcoefficientsmeanthat workersperformed

Four validity coefficients were measured by

consistently between Test 1 and Test 2. There was a

correlating Test1 and Test2against both Criterion 1

largerangeofscoreswithineachgroup.Forexample,

and Criterion 2.24 Results appear in Table 5. These

in the predictive study on Farm 3, Test 2, workers

correlation coefficientsbetween predictorsand crite-

pruned within a range of3to 24 vines;in the concur-

ria ranged from -0.13 on Farm 2 between Test 2and

rent study on Farm 1,Test 1,the range was 12 to 28

Criterion 2 to 0.73 on Farm 1 between Test 1 and

vines.

Criterion 1. Farm 2shows low correlation between
test results and the criteria, while the other three

Criterion Measure

groups show significant relationships.25

Criterion data were obtained from each farm's

The Criterion2resultsforFarm3B(concurrent

payroll records on two randomly selected days(Cri-

study)alsoshowedlowcorrelation. However,validi-

terion 1 and Criterion 2, respectively) on two ran-

tiesforindividualcrewson Farm 3B were not aslow

domly selected grape varieties. These criteria meas-

as the farm-wide results,ranging from 0.46 to 0.63.

ures were taken after the pruning season and thus

(Forcrewlevelreliabilityand validitycoefficients,see

were free from the Hawthorne effect.

the Appendix B.) A possible explanation for the

.

Correlation coefficients were taken between

difference between farm- and crew-level results is

Criteria 1 and 2 and are also reported in Table 4.

thatCriterion2involved vineyard blocksofdiffering

Exceptfor Farm 2,the criteria reliabilities were large

levels of pruning difficulty.

23Pruning quality pre-tests were conducted in the predictive studies by the farm managers. (Farm 3
used the pruning quality data collection instrumentin Figure 1.) But quality results are not reported here;no
statistical significance wasfound between speed and quality.
24Rater reliability was established on one farm,using 24 data-point pairs.
25Thisfinding of no statistical significance for Farm 2results corraborates the notion that very unreliable
criterion measures(as reported above for Farm 2)would make a test—no matter how reliable—invalid.
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Table 4.Farm-level Predictor and Criterion Reliabilities for Vineyard Pruners
Study
Predictor
Correlation
number

farm 1
farm 2
farm 3A
Concurrent Predictive Predictive
0.86
(111)

farm 3B
Concurrent

Conclusions
Thereislittle doubtthatbothconcurrent and predictive type tests can predict
performance. It also seems certain that

0.84
(43)

0.84
(105)

0.79
(52)

employers cannot assume that a test will

Test 1,mean
20.48
standard dev. (3.36)

13.96
(4.42)

14.35
(3.46)

21.83
(5.46)

valid.

Test 2,mean
21.21
standard dev. (3.75)

14.52
(4.20)

14.50
(3.49)

22.04
(5.93)

thisstudyabouttherelativeeffectivenessof

Criterion
Correlation
number

-0.44
(16)

0.51
(20)

0.57
(44)

Crit. 1,mean 27.46
standard dev. (4.83)

34.73
(5.78)

30.48
(7.29)

30.96
(6.68)

Crit. 2,mean 32.59
standard dev. (6.47)

22.68
(5.70)

31.12
(8.01)

28.77
(7.19)

0.76
(106)

Table 5. Farm-Level Validity Results for Vineyard Pruners
Study

farm 1
farm 2
farm 3A
Concurrent Predictive Predictive

farm 3B
Concurrent

Test1

always work, for Farm 2's test was not
No conclusions can be drawn from
concurrentand predictive tests. Traditionally, restriction of range is a greater problemforconcurrentthanfor predictivestudies, but in this agricultural setting, the
opposite wastrue. In both predictive tests,
most persons tested were not employed
and were no longer available for the criterion test, leading to restriction of range
problems. And concurrent studiesin agriculture mayhavelessproblem with restriction of range than nonagricultural studies,
for in agriculture there is less room for

Criterion 1
number

0.73
(110)

0.35
(21)

0.41
(26)

0.60
(43)

Criterion 2
number

0.72
(108)

0.11
(18)

0.66
(20)

0.14
(45)

Test2
Criterion 1
number

0.67
(108)

0.23
(20)

0.52
(27)

0.59
(47)

Criterion 2
number

0.61
(106)

-0.13
(17)

0.67
(21)

0.31
(47)

upward mobility by good workers, while
those whodonotperform wellmaybekept
on the payroll(for example,when they are
part of an employed family group).
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Testing applicantsbefore employmentin agri-

Dataforworkerproductivityintomato picking

culture may become a more prevalent practicein the

and vineyard pruning show thatsome workers con-

future. Farm workers'skills vary substantially. The

sistently outperform othersin the same crew. Often,

new immigration law may mean a reduced labor

the better workers can perform twice as well as the

supply and higher wages. The casual nature of the

worst withina givencrew or work group;sometimes

agricultural work force may change in the years to

individual workers are even four to five times as

come. Farmers are becoming more concerned about

productive as others. If managers can hire more

labor management decisions, organizational struc-

productive workers they will probably need fewer

ture, supervision, personnel policies, job analysis,

workers. Interviews,reference checks,applications,

wage structure, incentive pay, performance evalu-

and resumesaloneoftendo notbringoutthese differ-

ation,discipline,and farm safety. Agricultural test-

ences.

ing programs are complementary to these changing
conditions.

Some applicants self-select themselves out of
therunning whentheyfeeltheyare notqualified. But

Tests—along with other selection tools—can

other applicants will go through the process and try

bring out the differences in applicant abilities for

to get the job no matter how unqualified they are.

specificjobs.Inthelongrun,abetterselection process

Therefore, when looking towards improving the

can help farmers hire workers who will be more

productivity and viability of agriculture,testing(as

productive, have fewer absences, have fewer acci-

wellasa better overallselection process)has much to

dents,and stay longer with the organization.

contribute to the farming economy.
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APPENDIX A:
Sample Costs of Testing for a Secretarial Position at a Farming Operation
If40applicants applyfor a secretarial position at a farming operation and if the employer's wage costs
for one year for this position(including benefits)are $21,120,and if the secretary spends50 percent of the
time typing,the following figures apply:
Training and preparation for testing staff(2 persons at$160each)
Manager cost($160/day for6days)
(Manager costincludes time for selecting the instrument,
planning,ordering test,and scoring itfor all applicants.)
Staff costfor test administration(40 tests,1 hour/person at$10/hour)
(Staff costincludes time to give and score the test for all applicants.)
Test cost(2sets,$32 per 25 tests,+$36 for manual,keys,and practice copies)
Total costfor administering a typing test

$320
960

400
100
$1780

Since the average time spent typing at thisjob is50 percent,half the person's wages,or $10,560,is for
typing. If testing resulted in selecting a person whose typing speed was60 words per minute(wpm)rather
than40 wpm,testing would have increased efficiency by50 percent. (That is,an untested secretary on
average would be 33 percent less efficient.) If the average turnover for a secretary is four years,then the total
savingsfor thisfarmer would be $12,160:
$10,560-$1780(cost of testing)

$8,780

$10,560-0.33•$10,560(cost of not testing)

-$7075

Savingsfor first year:

$1,705

$10,560•4 years)-$1705(cost of testing)
$7,075•4 years(cost of not testing)
Savings over4 years
Average savings per year

$40,460
-$28,300
$12,160
$3,040

Savings could be even greater,for these figures refer only to typing speed and do not consider the time
involved in correcting mistakes or re-typing. Additional savings might be enjoyed by also testing the applicantfor skills used during the non-typing portion of the time.
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Appendix Table B.1.
Farmwide and Crew Predictor Reliabilities
Farm:
1
2
3A
3B
concurrent
concurrent
predictive
Crew A
0.81
0.88
0.85
0.85
(n)
(21)
(21)
(25)
(39)
Crew B
0.75
0.91
0.52
0.96
(n)
(12)
(17)
(43)
(18)
Crew C
0.91
0.88
0.95
(n)
(6)
(23)
(19)
Crew D
0.74
0.93a
(n)
(17)
(9)
Crew E
0.74
0.57
(n)
(17)
(19)
Crew F
0.83
(n)
(14)
0.79
Farmwide
0.84
0.84
0.86
(n)
(111)
(105)
(43)
(52)
Crit. 1,mean 20.48
14.35
13.96
21.83
(4.42)
Standard dev. (3.36)
(3.46)
(5.46)
Crit.2,mean 21.21
14.52
14.50
22.04
Standard dev. (3.75)
(3.49)
(4.20)
(5.93)
aThis reliability notincluded in the summary or validity
analysis because the test 1 period was not 46 minuteslong.

Appendix Table B.3.
Farm 1 Validity Coefficients by Crew
Test:
Criterion:
Crew A
(n)
Crew B
(n)
Crew C
(n)
Crew D
(n)
Crew E
(n)
Crew F
(n)
Farmwide
(n)
(106)
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1
1
0.79
(19)
0.78
(17)
0.80
(23)
0.62
(16)
0.66
(22)
0.35
(13)
0.73
(110)

2
2
.88
(20)
0.83
(17)
0.73
(19)
0.59
0.67
(22)
0.62
(14)
0.72
(108)

1
.86
(19)
0.85
(17)
0.69
(23)
0.75
(16)
0.59
(20)
0.07
(13)
0.67
(108)

2
.83
(20)
0.82
(17)
0.76
(19)
0.51
(16)
0.40
(20)
0.39
(14)
0.61

Appendix Table B.2.
Farmwide and Crew Criterion Reliabilities
3B
3A
2
1
Farm:
concurrent
predictive
concurrent
Crew A
(n)
Crew B
(n)
Crew C
(n)
Crew D
(n)
Crew E
(n)
Crew F
(n)
Farmwide
(n)
Crit. 1,mean
standard dev.
Crit.2,mean
standard dev.

0.74
(19)
0.82
(11)
0.73
(14)

0.85
(18)
0.82
(17)
0.75
(19)
0.65
(16)
0.92
(23)
0.75
(13)
0.76
(106)
27.46
(4.83)
32.59
(6.47)

-0.44
(16)
34.73
(5.78)
22.68
(5.70)

0.51
(20)
30.48
(7.29)
31.12
(8.01)

0.57
(44)
30.96
(6.68)
28.77
(7.19)

Appendix Table B.4.
Farm 3B(Concurrent)Validity
Coefficients by Crew
Test
Criterion:
Crew A
(n)
Crew B
(n)
Crew C
(n)
Farmwide
(n)

2

1
1
0.85
(18)
0.36
(10)
0.39
(15)
0.60
(43)

2
0.630
(19)
0.53
(10)
0.46
(16)
0.14
(45)

1
.72
(17)
0.51
(14)
.54
(16)
0.59
(47)

2
0.60
(18)
0.86
(12)
0.54
(17)
0.31
(47)
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